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Summary
With only a small stack of  his grandfather’s photos for guidance, 

filmmaker Matthew Nash tries to understand a family secret that 

began on April 4, 1945. His search reveals the horror of  the first 

concentration camp found by the Allies and the amazing story of  

the soldiers who uncovered the Holocaust.
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SYNOPSIS
“We couldn’t believe man’s inhumanity to man. It just 

shocked us, literally shocked us to the point we couldn’t 

believe what we saw.”

- Pvt. Ralph Rush, 89th Infantry Division

 In 1991, Donald Johnson died. He was a family man, a veteran, 

and a medic. Among his possessions were sixteen photographs taken 

while he was at war. These pictures were a family secret, mentioned 

only in whispers. 

 Twenty years later his grandson, filmmaker Matthew Nash, set 

out to find the photos and understand their story. Beginning in a 

quiet Vermont town, he dug into the darker corners of  his family 

history, eventually uncovering the pictures. These photos of  horrible scenes, taken by a soldier entering the 

first of  the concentration camps liberated by Allies during World War II, were each marked with one word: 

Ohrdruf. 

 Nash’s investigation of  the photographs leads him to historians who reveal a side of  the Holocaust that 

he had never imagined, and to survivors with heartbreaking stories. In trying to understand his pictures, he 

eventually focusses on the soldiers who liberated the camps. Nash finds Ralph Rush and hears the amazing and 

shocking story of  the liberation of  Ohrdruf  concentration camp, the first camp liberated by the Allies. His 

attempt to understand his grandfather’s pictures has brought him face-to-face with the anger, the horror and 

the guilt that those first young soldiers felt when they encountered the atrocities of  the Nazis. 

 16 Photographs At Ohrdruf is the journey of  one grandson, trying to understand the brutal and terrible 

images preserved in sixteen forgotten pictures. In his investigation, Nash offers a voice for anyone who has 

ever wondered what is hidden from us, and what history might be uncovered in our families if  we just ask. 
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Contact & Trailer
Watch the trailer for 16 Photographs At Ohrdruf  and 

read more about the history at www.16photographs.com
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SIXTEEN PHOTOGRAPHS AT OHRDRUF

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS

Matthew Nash producer, director & writer

Matthew is Associate Professor of  Photography and New Media at the Art Institute of  Boston 

at Lesley University, and he was the 2011-12 Chair of  the University Faculty Assembly. Nash 

is half  of  the artist collaborative Harvey Loves Harvey, who are currently represented by Gallery Kayafas 

in Boston and have exhibited in numerous venues since 1992. Nash is the publisher of  the art magazine Big 

RED & Shiny.

Jason Dean executive producer

Jason has a long history in New York’s film and television industry. Dean has worked on such 

films as The Insider, The Terminal, 13 Going On 30, and The Siege as well as the television series 

Rescue Me and Rubicon. He is currently APOC for the film Blood Ties by director Guillaume Canet.

Michael Equi editor & post-production

Michael is an Editor at Fluid, a New York based editing firm. 

His reel is online at michaelequi.com

Daniel Ratcliff post-production 

Daniel is Assistant Editor and VFX Artist at Fluid.

James Nadeau outreach consultant

James is the Director of  the Boston LGBT Film Festival.
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edited by Michael Equi
post-production by Daniel Ratcliff
sound re-recording mixing by David L. Wolfe
soundtrack by Jason Dean

featuring music by asentimentalsound

Michael Equi & Daniel Ratcliff courtesy of Fluid
David L. Wolfe courtesy of Mr. Bronx
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